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1. A new Fortran User's Guide to CP/CMS is available at the Computer 
Center, In-130. This guide now describes Fortran input/output and the use 
'( of OFFLINE commands. 
2. If you use filetypes of FTOlFOOl, Fr02F001, FT03F001, Fr04F001, etc., 
to read your data through the of £line card-reader.,-all 80 columns of the data 
will be read. 
3. FILEDEF is apparently not working during program execution under ~ 
j 
CMS, contrary to our statement in the last newsletter. 
4. After issuing a CMS command, especially 'KX1 , the user must wait for a 
ready response from the CMS system before hitting the attention key. If you 
are not doing this, you may be causing the system to crash!! 
5. New EDIT commands: (For description see User's Guide) 
ZONE causes LOCATE and CHANGE requests to apply only 
to zone of record. 
,. M!2'12. THO 
.. 
X and Y allows user to save a request for later execution 
and name it X or Y. 
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converts 026 code to 029 
sorts a disk file 
compares two disk files 
: ol.:t 
prints contents of one disk record 
types contents of all or part of a 
copies tape files 
011 0 
in hexadecimal 
file in hexad~c'f.mal 
7. There is a FORTRAN in-line function named GAMMA and a Scientific 
Subroutine named GAMMA. To use the in-line function, issue the CMS command 
GLOBAL LOADER TXTLIB SYSLIB before compiling your program. 
KWIC INDEXING 
William Moll· of the Center• - ~rogramming staff has recently completed 
work on a keyword-in-context indexing program. This allows cheap and easy 
production of a topical catalog of books, reports, or other items with 
multi-word titles. Potential users desiring to see a sample can conault 
the KWIC indices of items in the Computer Center Reference Library, In-162. 
A Technical Note providing directions for use of this program, LIBREX, will be 
issued within the next few weeks. 
NEW PROCEDURES FOR REQUESTING OUTPUT ON BOND PAPER 
In order to get output on bond paper, a new operating procedure has been 
established. The DD card describing any print file for which bond paper must 
be used should have the SYSOUT parameter changed from SYSOUT•A to SYSOUT•D. 
Your run request card must also indicate that special output is expected. 
This change will cause the bond output to be directed to a separate output 
queue from the regular SYSOUT•A queue. This means that if you are running a 
FORTRAN compile, link-edit and go job in which the following JCL override 
card appears, /IGO.FT06F001 DD SYSOUT•D, there will be a delay between the 
time you get your compiler listing and the time you get your program output 
listing. 
Users are reminded that bond paper costs about a cent a page. Unnecessary 
printing on bond should be avoided. 
CONCATENATION OF SOURCE LIBRARY PROGRAMS 
Programs residing in the Source Library can be concatenated with the 
SYSIN data set in the FORT step of a cataloged procedure. This eliminates 
the need to obtain source decks from the Scientific Subroutine Package 
or other routines in the Source Library. The following cards are required 
in place of llFORT.SYSIN DD * card if using programs from the Source 
Library: 
l/FORT.SYSIN DD DSNAME•SSP3(XXXXXX),DISP=SHR 
II DD * 
where XXXXXX is the subroutine or program name from the source library. 
To concatenate a number of programs, simply omit the DD name, FORT.SYSIN, 
from all such DD cards except the first in sequence. For example; 
llFORT.SYSIN DD DSNAME• SSP3(CONTUR),DISP=SBR 
II DD DSNAME•SSP3(MINV),DISP=SBR 
II DD * 
One note of caution: 
a FORTRAN source program. 
ACCOUNTING DATA 
please check listings to be sure you are accessing 
• 
0 
Students taking the TV series on FORTRAN programming have been •ubmitting ~ 







the parentheses on the JOB card must be changed to reflect the proper 
individual user number, project number and section code. Daily accounting 
records indicate tha~ some people have not made necessary changes in the 
sample decks. 
Project numbers are issued to a class for a specific course and quarter. 
They become invalid at the end of the quarter. 
DIMENSIONING IN MATRIX ROUTINES 
1. Users of matrix routines of the Scientific Subroutine Package should 
be aware of the variable dimensioning and data storage characteristics of 
those routines. The following paragraphs are quoted from the IBM publication, 
H20-0205-3, System/360 SSP Prograuuner's Manual. 
"Variable Dimensioning 
Those subroutines that deal with matrices can operate on any size of 
array, limited in most cases only by the available core storage and numerical 
analysis considerations. The subroutines do not contain fixed maximum dimen-
sions for data arrays named in their calling sequence. The variable dimension 
capability has been implemented in SSP by using a vector storage approach. 
Under this approach, each column of a matrix is immediately followed in 
storage by the next column. Vector storage and two-dimensional storage result 
in the same layout of data in core, so long as the number of rows and 
columns in the matrix are the same as those in the user's dimension statement. 
If, however, the matrix is smaller than the dimensioned area, the two forms 
of storage are not compatible •••• a subroutine called ARRAY is available in 
SSP to change from one form of storage to the other. In addi tion, a subroutine 
called_ LOC is available to assist in referencing elements in an array stored 
in the vector fashion. 
"Storage Compression 
Many subroutines in SSP can operate on compressed forms of matrices as 
well as the normal form. By using this capability, which is called 'storage 
mode', considerable savings in data storage can be obtained f or special 
forms of large arrays. The three modes of storage are termed general, symmetric, 
and diagonal ••• This capability has been implemented using the vector storage 
approach. 11 
2. Using SSP Routines with WATFOR 
One impact of the prograuuning philosophy outlined above is that most 
SSP matrix routines cannot easily be used with WATFOR calling programs. This 
is because WATFOR compares the dimensionality and size of argument arrays and 
treats most incompatibilities as errors. Therefore, the Computer Center has 
provided special versions of several commonly-used routines from the Source 





















EIGENVALUES AND -VECTORS OF ARBITRARY COMPLEX MATRIX 
TABLE SELECTION OUT OF AN EQUIDISTANT TABLE 
TABLE SELECTION OUT OF A GENERAL TABLE 
TABLE SELECTION OUT OF A MONOTONIC TABLE 
MINIMIZATION OF FUNCTION BY DIRECT SEARCH (HOOKE AND JEEVES) 
SYSTEM OF GENERAL SIMULT LINEAR EQ'NS BY GAUSS ELIMINATION 
SOL'N OF GENERAL SYSTEM OF lST ORD DIFF EA'S, HAMMING'S 
LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL FITTING (EVEN OR UNEVEN INTERVALS) 
ROOTS OF COMPLEX POLYNOMIAL BY NEWI'ON-RAPHSON 
INTEG OF GIVEN FUNC BY TRAP RULE WITH ROMBERG'S EXTRAPOLAT'N 
UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR (REAL*4) 
RUNGE-KUTTA DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SOLVER WITH ERROR BOUND 
SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATION SOLVER 
HOLLERITH INFORMATION SORTER 
ZEROS OF ARBITRARY COMPLEX FUNCTION (TRAUB'S METHOD) 
PLOT ON PRINTER, MULTIPLE CURVE 
PROGRAMMING SUPPORT 
The following programming languages and systems are available under the 
operating systems, OS/MVT and CP/CMS: 
OS/MVT: FORTRAN IVG and H, WATFOR, Assembler F, PL/l (Version 4), 
COBOL F, GPSS, DSL*, FORMAC, ALGOL*, LISA, BASIC*, LISPl.5*, 
ECAP*, MATLAN, MPS, SORT/MERGE 
CP/CMS: FORTRAN IVG, PL/l, SNOBOL*,BRUIN ·*, BASIC*, SCRIPT* 
The 'support' of these languages varies depending on the origin of the 
system, its maintenance, Center's staffing, utilization levels, etc. The 
items marked with an asterisk have been put into the operating systems by 
the Center staff or faculty members for interested users acting on their 
own. Our feeling is that the advantages of having such facilities available 
outweigh the difficulties and annoyance of limited support. 
The Center provides consulting service on the non-asterisked items. 
"MESSY ALGEBRA - LEFT AS AN EXERCISE TO THE COMPUTER" 
Do you have trouble with tedious algebra, omit terms, get the signs wrong, 
etc.? A new facility available under our OS/MVT system, viz., FORMAC, may 
be what you are looking for. 
1. FORMAC (FORmula MAnipulation Compiler) is a programming system 
for manipulating analytical mathematical expressions in the computer. Also, 
since FORMAC is imbedded in PL/l, the facilities of PL/l are available to the 
user for program structure 1 looping, I/0 1 etc. However, the user need know 
only a little PL/l in order to communicate with FORMAC. 
Now for the bad news! FORMAC is an old Type III program, i.e. 1 distributed 
by IBM but with little or no support. Accordingly, the Center offers limited 




2. Documentation is in the form of a manual from the IBM Contributed 
Program Library and is entitled, "PL/1-FORMAC Symbolic Mathematics 
Interpreter" (program order number 3600-03.3.004) and is available for 
reference in the Computer Center Library (In-162). 
3. Information about using FORMAC can be obtained by using the 
PRTPUNCH cataloged procedure to access "FORMAC. 11 
USEFUL WATFOR ERROR MESSAGES 
A welcome error message is provided by WATFOR at execution time to correctly 
identify an imprecise interrupt. It indicates the particular kind of inter-
rupt (e.g., Floating Point Divide}, and the number of a WATFOR statement at or 
near the error. This is a distinct advantage over FORTRAN G and H, which 
require an object language listing and a map to determine the location of 
an imprecise interrupt noted in a IHC:2IOI error message. 
JOIN THE IN-CROWD 
Tape users can eliminate unnecessary operator/computer interaction and 
help improve over-all system throughput by using the new IN subparameter in 
the LABEL parameter for all tapes to be used for input only, e.g., LABEL• 
(,SL,,IN). The IN subparameter informs the system that the tape is to be 
used only for input and allows the user's program to proceed without any 
operator intervention. Without the IN subparameter, for every tape file to 
be read the operator must answer a system message asking if a write ring 
should be inserted. This causes needless interruptions which degrade total 
production. 
D AND E FORMAT CODES IN FORTRAN 
If you use D or E format data on cards as input to a FORTRAN G or H 
program, be sure that the exponential portion of the data is right-justified 
in its field. IBM System/360 FORTRAN IV language says: " .•• leading, trailing, 
and embedded blanks are treated as zeros." 
For example, reading in the following: 
Col. 123456789 
n.nnE-03 
with a Format E9.l, the trailing blank in column 9 would be read as a zero 
and the exponent would be E-30, not E-03. Right-justification is not 
required for F-format data, provided decimal points are explicitly punched. 
IBM 2250 VISUAL DISPLAY UNIT MOVED 
1. The IBM 2250 Display, in addition to being a useful graphical 
device, has functioned as a very efficient heater for the Terminal Room, In-149. 
This location has caused discomfort to other users of the room and to 
CJ the IBM Maintenance Engineers. 
5 
It has become necessary to move the unit to an air- conditioned space 
in the Computer Room, In-135 , It is now situated at the end of this room 
away from the operators' consoles, the only feasible location considering 
cable constraints, financial problems, etc. 
Of course, it will continue to be available to all users. It will be 
moved to a more convenient location when we can buy additional cable and can 
alter the equipment layout. 
2. The Display is now hooked to the IBM 360/67 through a multiplexor 
sub-channel. Also, please note that the physical address of the device has 
been changed from 270 to OC8. Of course it can still be referenced by the 
UNIT~2250-l parameter in your JCL statements. 
"STRANGE ARE THE WORKINGS OF MAN" 
The pleas for economy in the use of supplies included in the last 
newsletter received an overwhelming response--largely negative!! Consumption 
of paper rose from 50 to 80 cases per week. Some of the increase can be 
attributed to an influx of new users, but as for the rest, it might be the 
old "get-to-the-bank-before-it-goes-broke" syndrome! Please be reasonable. 
Distribution: 
List 4 
Less B-5, C-1 1 L-2, L-3, L-4 
V, V-1, V-2, V-3, S, X 
Add S-1 
50 copies to Code 0211 
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